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Abbreviations

ABBREVIATIONS
AFCOS

: Anti-Corruption Coordination Unit

AÖF

: Open Education Faculty

AJO

BİDEM

: Afghanistan Justice Organization

: Computer Aided Education Centre

BİMER           : Prime Ministry Contact Centre
BKA       

: Federal Police Department of Germany

CARICC

: Central Asian Regional Information and Coordination Centre

BSEC

CCPCJ
CEPOL
CICO
CNP
DEA
EC

ECO

EGM

: Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice
: European Police College

: Spain Anti-Organized Crime Intelligence Centre
: National Police Department

: US Drug Enforcement Administration
: Council of Europe

: Organisation for Economic Co-operation
: General Directorate of Security

EMCDDA

: European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction

EU

: European Union

EPDK

EUROPOL
EÜTS
EWS

FRONTEX
GC

IAEA

INCB

INTERPOL

: Energy Market Regulatory Authority
: European Police Office

: Electronic Toll Collection Systems
: Early Warning Systems

: European Union Border Security Unit
: Spain Gendarmerie (Guardia Civil)

: International Atom and Energy Agency
: International Narcotics Control Group

: International Criminal Police Cooperation

KBRN

: Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Materials

KİHBİ

: Smuggling, Intelligence, Operations and Data Acquisition

KOM

: Anti-Smuggling and Organized Crime

KEM

KKTC

: Dog Training Centre

: Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus

MASAK

: Financial Crimes Investigation Board

MTSAS

: Motor Vehicle Driver Candidates Examination

NRC

: NATO-Russia Council

MEB
NCA

OLAF

VI

: Black Sea Economic Cooperation Organization

: Ministry of National Education

: UK National Crime Agency

: European Anti-Fraud Office
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: Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
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PCC-SEE

: Police Cooperation Convention for Southeast Europe

ÖSYM

SAK

SELEC
SGCPI

SUBCOM
TADOC
TAEK

TAIEX

: Measurement, Selection and Placement Centre

  Matters in the Near and Middle East
: Strategic Research Council

: Southeast European Law Enforcement Centre

: Spain International Police Cooperation Department of the Ministry of Interior
: Sub-commission on Illicit Drug Traffic and Related
: Turkey Academy against Drugs and Organized Crime
: Turkey Atomic Energy Agency

: Technical Assistance Information Exchange Office

TBMM

: Grand National Assembly of Turkey

TOBB

: Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey

TİKA

TUBİM
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: Turkish International Cooperation and Coordination Agency
: Turkey Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction

UDYCO
: Spain General Directorate of Judicial Police Unit for Organized Crime and Drug
		Centre
UN

: United Nations

UNDP

: United Nations Development Program

UNCAC
UNODC
UTPJ

YOİKK

: United Nations Convention Against Corruption
: The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
: GC Judicial Police Unit

: Investment Environment Improvement Coordination Board
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Minister’s Presentation
Organized crimes are crimes which injure confidence of individual, threat the structure of
society and make administration mechanisms unusable, deeply injure social structure and
interest, destroy state of law and abuse facilities of democracy.
In recent years, political instabilities as well as rapid economic, financial and technologic
developments have increased the radius of action of such crime organizations and led to
diffusion of crimes.
Fight against crime is one of the most important constitutional responsibilities and duties of
the state. The subject of ensuring social peace and maintaining public order is referred among
the primary duties of the state in constitution as “to ensure welfare, peace and happiness of
individuals and the society, to provide fundamental rights and liberties of individual”.
The obligation of protection of rule of law and human rights and liberties as a requirement of
democratic state of law reveals the necessity of fight against organized crimes.
It becomes more and more important to maintain the fight against crime organizations which
create social unrest and to ensure a safe environment where next generations healthily grow
up, citizens live in safety and peace, rights and liberties are freely exercised.
The Ministry of Interior devotedly perform all kinds of measures regarding the provision of the
security of life and property our citizens as a duty imposed by laws within the framework of
legal rules.
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In fight against organized crimes which covers numerous criminal activities such as drug
trafficking, trafficking of weapons and ammunition, migrant smuggling and human trafficking,
smuggling, etc., a successful fight has been co-ordinately carried out by Turkish National
Police, Turkish Gendarmerie General Command and Turkish Coast Guard Command, security
units under the Ministry.
Along with effective fight against organized crimes, so many projects which have social
dimension have been put into practise and human sensitivity is brought into the forefront.
“Protection Project for Victims of Human Trafficking” in fight against migrant smuggling has
been carried out in order to prevent migrants to be abused by crime organizations and to
minimize the victimization of them. On the other hand, “Narkotim project” has been put into
effect in order to prevent the individual and social effects of drugs, to keep our students and
youth away from narcotic drugs and harmful substances.
For effective fight against organized crimes, amendments in the concerning legislations
have been carried out, deterrent and heavy penalties and provisions have been added and
principled and decisive attitudes of Turkey against such crimes have been maintained with
agreements and additional protocols signed in the international arena.
The fight activities carried out by the KOM Department are discussed in this report in a detailed
way. The reasons behind the success in this fight are the prospective technologic hardware
support as well as decisive and determined works of our personnel.
Turkey, which is an important actor in terms of fight against global crimes, will keep acting
decisively in its fight against organized crimes as it has done so far.
Turkish police department which has attained great success in fight against crime will raise
the success level higher and will contribute to increase peace, security and welfare level of
Turkey.
I wish to take this opportunity to congratulate the great effort and sacrifice of all of our staff
members and wish the continuity of their success.
Sebahattin ÖZTÜRK
Minister of Interior
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Köpek Eğitim Merkezi

Foreword
Today, organized criminal organizations’ professional activities without borders have brought
the security need, which has been one of the most important needs of humanity for centuries,
into the forefront. Fulfilling this need and providing more secure and peaceful living standards
for the citizens will only be possible with the provision of a high quality security service by
countries.
Criminal organizations aiming to reach the power and money in an illegitimate way have been
carrying out many illegal activities such as drug trafficking, arms and ammunition smuggling,
human trafficking and migrant smuggling, customs smuggling, counterfeiting, kidnapping,
forced check signing, serious fraud, corruption and crime revenue laundering.
In respect to the fight against crimes countries are obliged to withstand the criminal
organizations carrying out their activities also internationally without being limited to the
national borders and to co-operate each other effectively in a mutual and decisive way.
Success to be achieved in the fight against organized crimes is one of the requirements
of being a developed country. The experience gained in the fight against organized crimes
shows that without a common response to these crimes as the entire country; an effective and
lasting success is not possible against this crime which is a collective threat.
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Being able to succeed in this fight depends on the combination of the effort, intelligence and
courage of the sufficient number of expert members within a specific corporate structure in
direction of the common fight targets.
Even though organized crimes are one of the most challenging crimes with complex structure
and functionality compared to other crimes, the effort and determination of our staff members
are sublime while overcoming these challenges.
I must say with pleasure that The Department of Anti-Smuggling and Organized Crime (KOM)
and the Provincial KOM Units raise the bar to a higher spot every passing day in a professional
manner with the unity of their hands and hearts.
In this context, Fight against Drugs and Organized Crime National Strategy Papers and Actions
Plans were put into effect by having been prepared with contributions of all of the concerning
organizations and positive results have been acquired in terms of the fight.
And the KOM report in which the general evaluation of the fight against organized crime and
smuggling is available is an important information source in this term. Analyzing the national
organized crime status comprehensively in the light of scientific data and sharing the fight
performance with the public is a serious responsibility. The KOM report which was prepared
in this context and is filling in a serious gap in this field must be analyzed and evaluated very
well.
I would like to express that I find the performance, sacrifice and effort displayed in the fight
against smuggling praiseworthy. I wish success to all my colleagues who contributed to
studies.
M. Celalettin LEKESİZ
Governor
Director General of Turkish National Police
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Köpek Eğitim Merkezi

Introduction
KOM Presidency carries out works regarding the demand reduction in drugs, training of the staff
members working in KOM units, also the training of police dogs whose contribution is undeniable in
the fight and of administrators as well as the fight against drugs, smuggling, trafficking, organized
and financial crimes and crime revenues.
Because Turkey is a transit point between the west and the east as a result of its geographical
location, it is affected by the drug smuggling seriously. Also Turkey’s becoming a target country as
well as being a transit country necessitates a focus on the drug problem threatening our citizens
and especially the youth and determination of new strategies in the fight.
Extra importance must be placed on the fight against drugs which targets the people in Turkey, the
youth and especially the students. An increase of 11,8% and 5,4% in the number of operations
and the suspects were experienced respectively across Turkey in the fight against drugs. The aim
of the inclusion of “Narkotim” in the process on December as well as the measures taken in 2014
was to gain momentum in the fight.
Additionally international cooperation and operational studies are given extra importance. A total
of 12 operations were carried out with 7 different countries in this context.
In 2014, 65 operations were carried out towards the organized criminal organizations that make
the state authority questionable and effect the society deeply and that are engaged in the illegal
activities such as murdering with the purpose of acquiring undeserved gain and moral and
financial power, intentional injury, extortion collection, retention, workplace sealing, looting, forced
prostitution, checks collection, usury and arms smuggling. 129 out of 1,022 suspects captured
in the operations in question were arrested. In addition, 137 operations were carried out towards
ammunition smuggling and 61 out of 508 suspects were arrested.
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Financial crimes are the type of crimes that require more and more effort for their fight with
globalization and technology developing every passing day. Our fight effort against corruption,
forgery and economic crimes which harm the society’s trust in state by effecting social, economic
and political structures has been continuing non-stop and heavy damages are inflicted on these
illegal structures operating in such fields.
Smuggling crimes vary a lot in terms of the commercial products subject to crime and the methods
used. Increases and decreases in different smuggling types may be observed cyclically.
The number of operations and suspects increased 33% and 18% respectively
in the fight against fuel smuggling which effects the tax revenues of Turkey adversely. On the
other hand, successful operations were implemented towards the migrant smuggling whose fight
necessitates an international cooperation and becomes the problem of all of the countries and
human trading. In this sense compared to the previous year, the number of migrant smuggling and
human trafficking operations increased 5% and 106% respectively.
As well as being a type of crime with our borders the migrant smuggling is a notion that continuously
occupies the agenda internationally especially in European countries. Turkey wins the general
approval of all of the countries due to its strong cooperation that it maintains both nationally and
internationally in terms of fight against migrant smuggling activities and the criminal organizations
in question and is regarded as a model country.
Activities subject to crime of which fight we are in charge change almost every day by taking
benefit from the technological opportunities. Training of the staff is given great importance in this
term in order to be able to be ahead of the criminals.
100 national training sessions were provided for 3,827 staff members in expertness, basic, tactical
and technical subjects regarding the smuggling and organized crime in 2014 at TADOC which has
become a national and international training centre.
On the other hand 28 international training programs were organized for 484 law enforcement
officials who came from 18 in direction of the demands coming from other countries, training
requirements analysis and project contents different countries.
Training of police dogs that make serious contributions to our fight against different kinds of
crimes is also attached great importance. Such trainings continue in the Dog Training Centre
without any interruption when required. In 2014, trainings for dogs and those in charge of the dog
administration were provided in 8 different branches. Customs Administration and the Directorate
General of Security of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus staff members also benefit from
these trainings other than the personnel of the General Directorate of Security. In this context 171
officers participated in 7 different training programs organized in 2014.
Another issue is that the notions like communication, transportation, human and capital movements
and the current facilities and increase in these notions have become an opportunity for the criminal
organizations and that illegal activities of the criminal organizations are taken out of the country
borders thanks to these developments.
In this context, it is almost impossible for countries to fight against the crimes without borders on their
own and the implementation of both regional and global initiatives and cooperation mechanisms
has become an important issue with reference to the need of international cooperation.
In 2014 KOM Department participated in 258 activities which are bilateral and multilateral national
and international anti-organized crime activities within the scope of EU harmonization activities,
international operational and strategic cooperation studies and international and regional
institutions.
All these fight activities being performed by the KOM Units require high dedication and perseverance.
I wish to thank all my colleagues in this sense and a continued success for those who contribute.

Orhan ÖZDEMİR
Head of KOM Department
1st Degree Police Chief
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Strategic Research and Evaluation Activities

The board which commenced its activities started on 02/10/1998 has arranged (49) meetings until
today. The latest meeting of Strategic Research Board, 49th meeting was held in Antalya on 25-30
January 2015.
([[OLTLL[PUNZ[YH[LNPJVIQLJ[P]LZMVYOHZILLUPKLU[P˜LKMYVT[OLL]HS\H[PVUVM[OLHJ[P]P[PLZ
carried out in 2014. These strategic objectives were reported and announced to the central and
provincial units of KOM Department by means of getting Regulatory Approval.
PUBLICATION ACTIVITIES
2013 KOM Report
Annual Activity Reports including operational activities, training
activities and international relationships, and information concerning
other activities implemented by the KOM Department since 1994
at the domestic and international level are published in both Turkish
and English. These reports are treated as important documents since
[OL‘ZOV^[OLJ\YYLU[ZP[\H[PVUPU[LYTZVM˜NO[HNHPUZ[ZT\NNSPUNHUK
organized crime.
In this context, KOM Report prepared for the activities of 2013 was
completed in July 2014 and distributed to related institutions, organizations
and units Related institutions.
Activity Bulletins
Since 2011, through KOM Activity Bulletins published with “Restricted”
secrecy level in 4-month-period, creating create a certain level of
H^HYLULZZPU[OLHJ[P]P[PLZVM[OL˜NO[HNHPUZ[ZT\NNSPUNHUKVYNHUPaLK
crime, strengthening the institutional consciousness and enabling
the Turkish Police Department and other KOM Divisions to be fed
information concerning the activities of the KOM as well were aimed.
In this scope, KOM Activity Bulletins consisted of statistical data on operational activities,
evaluations of crime trends, training and international activities, and articles issued by the KOM
personnel were published in the 10th Issue which covers period of the January-April 2014; and the
11th Issue which covers period of the May – August and distributed to the relevant institutions.
KOM Activity Bulletin published upon the Approval by Turkish National Police, began to be
published digitally from the 11th issue, referring newly received authority approval. In this context,
the 11th issue of KOM Annual Bulletin was published on KOM-NET and next issues will be released
digitally in the same way.
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